
Chapter 5
Document Design: Making Pretty
Pages

Before starting any writing project, you need to know the an-
swers to the purpose, audience, and design (PAD) questions that will 
guide your work:

If you consider these questions independently, you will quickly 
realize that they are inextricably connected as part of the rhetorical 
situation. As such, an complete understanding of a project’s rhe-
torical situation requires that purpose, audience, and design should 
always be considered collectively when making decisions about a 
project. However, to help you explore each question thoroughly, 
let’s look at design.

When you are tasked with a writing assignment, the genre or 
form of the final product often is specified (e.g., write a report, a 
memo, etc.). Knowing the genre conventions gives you a basic set of 
ideas for what the document should look like, but many decisions 
remain as you work to design a document that is visually appealing 
and easy to read. A document’s overall appearance affects the read-

Chapter 4: Document Design
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er’s attitude toward the document and determines whether the reader 
can find and engage with information simply and efficiently.

Answering the Design Question

Design incorporates two major concerns:

• Format of the page

• Incorporation of graphics or visuals

 This chapter specifically addresses the design of the page and 
the arrangement of words on the page. Chapter 5, “Visual Design,” 
discusses graphics and other visuals, including their uses and types.

Business and technical documents need to be designed well 
because documents must compete for your reader’s attention in the 
workplace. Some, perhaps all, of your readers are only looking at 
your document because they are required to do so as part of their 
jobs. These readers will scan your document or only read sections 
relevant to their purposes. Good design ensures that the document is 
easy to read, and a document that is easy to read contributes to the 
document’s overall effectiveness.

The design of your document will be based on your audience and 
purpose. Once you’ve determined these two factors, use can use the 
following general guidelines to design your document. You should 
make decisions about document design in the planning stages, before 
you actually begin to write, because what you write will be informed 
by the format used to presenting your words to your audience. With 
this in mind, you will need to make choices regarding the following 
design elements:

• Shaping the appearance of the page

• Styling words through typographic elements

• Crafting access to information

• Adding other design features
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Figure 1 illustrates a document design flowchart. Once you have 
made these choices, you must stick to them and use them consistent-
ly throughout the document.

Figure 1: Document Design Flowchart. 
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Shaping the Page

Shaping the page includes three primary factors: margins, white 
space, and grids. 

Margins

Most desktop publishing software and word processing pro-
grams, including Microsoft Word, automatically set default margins. 
It is important to consider whether the default margins are the best 
design choice for your documents. You need to be sure you have left 
ample room around your page to accommodate format issues like 
binding and display conditions.

You will select your margin space based on your audience, pur-
pose, and final delivery. For instance, if your document will be print-
ed and bound on the left side, you should leave a margin of at least 1 
½ inches on the left side to allow room for binding. You will need to 
ask for guidelines if you don’t know for certain how much space to 
leave or how the document will be used or circulated.

Margin decisions also include the use of justified or unjustified 
text. Justification refers to the alignment of type along the left and 
right sides of the margin. The previous two paragraphs are left justi-
fied: the type aligns on the left, and type edge is ragged on the right. 
This paragraph formatted using full justification: the type aligns on 
both the left and right sides of the page. You probably are most famil-
iar with left justification in your writing projects, but full justification 
is commonly used in books and other formal documents and materi-
als. Like margins, ask for company guidelines about justification. De-
fault left justification (also called “ragged right” justification) won’t 
always be appropriate. 

 

White Space

White space remains one of the most important features of doc-
ument design. White space is all the empty “white” space not filled 
by words, images, or other visual elements. It provides a way to 
separate sections of the document, and this separation is invaluable 
for the reader—both visually and mentally. White space can do three 
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very important things in a document:

• Provide a break for the reader’s eye (see Figure 2)

Figure 2: Page with little white space (left) compared to one with white space 
(right).

• Keep elements together (see Figure 3)    

Figure 3: White space showing like elements together.
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• Isolate or emphasize important elements (see Figure 4)

Figure 4: White space emphasizing information.

To understand the significance of white space, imagine text on 
a page as noise—voices reading the words on the page. White space 
provides your reader a quiet space—literally—to take a break from 
the visual noise of the text and the mental noise of information. 
These spaces, these brief rests, allow the reader to pause for a mo-
ment to process what you’ve told them and to get ready to move 
forward before re-entering your text. As with any rest—however 
slight—the reader returns to your work just a little more focused and 
receptive to the document. If you’ve ever experienced mental fatigue 
looking at a page of solid text with no breaks, then you can imagine 
how white space helps the reader.

Grids

Grids allow you to design a page with the “big picture” in mind. 
Grids give you a consistent page layout that readers will use to ac-
cess the information. Grids are like page maps that you make during 
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the planning process. These page maps standardize placement of 
text and graphics throughout the document. Grids vary in type and 
design, but Figure 5 below shows three standard examples of grids.

Figure 5: Page Grid Examples.

The first sample (far left) in Figure 5 is a two-column grid or 
vertical grid. The far right is a horizontal grid with noticeable 
“chunks” of information. The one in the middle is a combination of 
them both. These are simply three standards of grid examples. You 
can and will design your own grids when you sit down to create a 
document. When you do, remember that using grids gives you a page 
template that helps with effective and consistent page design. 

Styling Words 

You need to consider typographic choices to make your docu-
ments easier to read. Typographic choices also help guide the reader 
through the document. There are four considerations for typographic 
choices: 

• Typefaces
• Sizes
• Emphasis
• Capitalization
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Typefaces

All typefaces are divided into two major types: Serif or Sans 
Serif. See Figure 6. 

Figure 6: San Serif (top) and Serif Fonts (bottom)

Serif fonts have “little tails” on the letters while sans (mean-
ing “without” in French) serif fonts are “clean” since they have no 
“tails.” Sample typefaces follow:  

12 point Times New Roman (Standard or default serif font)
12 point Arial (Standard or default sans serif font)
12 point Avenir
12 point Georgia
12 point Courier New
12 point Garamond
12 point Comic Sans

In most conventional print documents, headings are formatted 
in a sans serif font and body text are formatted in a serif font. For 
online documentation, both headings and body tend to be sans serif. 
But you can experiment with different typefaces. Readers become 
used to conventional fonts that they have seen over and over again. 
This habituation to certain fonts can be good if you do not want 
to call your readers attention to your design choices. Using con-
ventional fonts tells your reader that you are doing things “by the 
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book”—like turning in a paper for a class using Times New Roman. 
In that case, you want your instructor to be focused on content and 
not forming opinions about your unconventional design choices. 
Conversely, a change in typeface will be noticed by the reader, even 
if only slightly, and that extra attention could make it easier for the 
reader to notice typographic elements like headings when scanning, 
or, if submitting a proposal, to distinguish your organization’s offer 
from other firms. 

However, a word of caution about font selection. Fonts are 
designed to convey mood and tone. They work on the human mind 
like different voices. The mood and tone of a font conveys emotion 
(remember pathos?), no matter how subtly. As you pick through 
fonts, make sure that the voice you choose to speak your words is 
appropriate for your rhetorical situation. Like many bungled design 
choices, choosing the wrong font for the job will hamstring the ef-
fectiveness of your document before your audience has read a word. 
For example—Pro Tip: Do not ever write a technical document using 
Comic Sans. You can call it the Comic Sans Rule: No PTC doc-
uments in Comic Sans. Just. Seriously. Don’t do it. Unless you’re 
writing a memo to clowns. And even then, no.

Sizes

This text is written in 11 point font. Body text is usually 12 or 
10 point. Headings size will vary, but consider that you will have 
multiple heading levels (e.g., Heading level 1, 2, 3, etc.), and no 
heading level should be smaller than your body text. Also, headings 
need to be readily spotted by your audience. As you think about size, 
then, consider that your headings should be neither obnoxiously 
large nor insignificantly small. Each heading should be easily seen, 
but not disruptive to the reader. The table below provides some ex-
amples of font sizes and uses.
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12 pt   Body Text

20 pt   Heading 2 or 3

30 pt  Big Heading 1
 42 pt Title
Emphasis

Typographic highlights for emphasis that you can use are Bold, 
Italics, Color, or Underline. Some conventional uses of emphasis 
include bold for important phrases (i.e., key concepts), or italics for 
special terms (especially on first use). However, use special typefaces 
and highlighting options sparingly. Overuse of emphasis results in 
loss of effectiveness when the reader sees the emphasis so often that 
it doesn’t seem emphatic any more. Overused emphasis also is visual-
ly distracting, causing the reader to focus more on the type itself then 
the information. Both of these conditions decrease the overall effec-
tiveness of the document.

If you do decide to use typographic emphasis, remember that, 
like your other design decisions, you need to be consistent with the 
use of emphasis throughout your document. If you bold an import-
ant keyword in one section, make sure you bold important keywords 
throughout the document. Like headings, emphasis is a visual cue.

You can also use creative typefaces for emphasis, but the above 
rule applies. If you use creative typefaces, use them thoughtfully and 
do not overdo it. Following are several creative typefaces that you 
could possibly use when making design decisions. Or you could add 
some emojis. Okay, really, to complement the Comic Sans Rule, NO 
emojis in PTC documents.

Capitalization

Capitalization is another way to add emphasis, BUT YOU NEED 
TO BE CAREFUL. Sentences or long passages in full capitals letters 
are difficult to read, and also give your readers the impression that 
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you are yelling at them. You can use all capital letters for emphasis 
to highlight a word or short phrase (as in the Emoji Rule above). For 
single word headings capitals may also be considered for a design 
choice. As with other emphasis typography, use all capital letters 
very carefully—unless you WANT to yell at your audience. 

Accessing Information

Readers need to be able to simply and efficiently access the infor-
mation you’ve compiled in your document. Two of the most effective 
ways for readers to access information is by incorporating headings 
and lists into your documents. Headings and lists function as both a 
way to organize information and as a design feature. Headings and 
lists are textual elements that communicate information, but they 
also are visual elements that draw the eye and break up the page into 
readable portions, or chunks, of information. Headings and lists also 
serve as visual cues that tell the audience what type of information 
is coming up—i.e., a new topic (headings) or several items that all 
relate to a current topic (lists). Headings and lists organize both the 
page and the information on the page. 

Headings

Headings serve as a roadmap of your document--often literally, 
as they form the basis of the table of contents. Following the map 
laid out by headers should provide readers reliable access to different 
types of information. Headings are one of the most important design 
elements in professional and technical writing. 

To illustrate this claim, imagine a 50-page report. Hold it in your 
hands. Open it up and flip through it. It has no headings. Not one. 
Just 50 solid pages of text, tables, and graphs. Close that right up. 
Now open it again and see the headings that navigate you through 
the content. Which document are you going to read? Thanks, head-
ings. Headings are the best.  

Keep in mind the chaos of the headingless document as you 
design your own projects. If you’re using headings, you are on your 
way to success as a professional and technical writer.
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Decide on Levels of Headings

Since headings function as a roadmap to your document, you 
should have a system based on the level of headings. You should 
match the size of the heading to its importance. For example:

 Heading 1: Sections

 Heading 2: Major Topics

 Heading 3: Minor Topics

In general, you shouldn’t use more than four levels of headings.
Although headings are important, excessive use of headings make 
the document seem fragmented or cluttered. If you use too many 
headings, they no longer provide structure, they just add distraction. 
Below are some guidelines to creating effective headings.

Write Concrete and Specific Headings

You should always write descriptive headings that include con-
crete language. Generic headings like “Section 1” or “Part II” are 
not useful for the reader because they provide no information re-
garding content. 

Write Parallel Headings

Parallel headings are easier for the reader to access and remem-
ber. Parallelism means that the heading is written in an identical 
grammatical form. The headings in this document are an example 
of parallel construction. The table on the following page shows an 
example of parallelism.
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Table 1: Non-Parallel and Parallel Headings (Source: Lannon, John. Technical 
Communication. 9th edition. New York, Longman: 359.)

In Table 1 above, the non-parallel headings used a mixture of 
phrases and sentences in varying grammatical forms. Look at the 
first words of the non-parallel list items: clean, writing, it is, disks, 
keep. This is a random-seeming mix of nouns, verbs, and verb tens-
es. It reads as careless and disorganized. Look at the first words in 
the parallel list: clean, write, keep, keep, and keep. All these words 
are active verbs in the imperative mood. These headings are orderly, 
symmetrical, informative and easily scanned. 

When you decide how to structure your headings, remember that 
it does not matter the grammatical structure of the heading (or list), 
as long as it is consistent and parallel.

Other Heading Considerations

As you are considering when, where, and how to use head-
ings, you also want to keep in mind the following related design 
guidelines:

• Page Breaks: Keep heading with the section it covers even if it 
means adjusting the page break.

• Spacing: Put more space before the heading than after it. The 
heading separates text from the section above it, but relates to 
the section below.

• Table of Contents: Match headings to table of contents 
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(when applicable). Both the table of contents and your heading 
are roadmaps of the document.

• Section Introduction: Do not use words like “this” or “it” to 
start the first sentence after the heading (e.g., Section heading 
“Kittens” followed by, “They are the fuzziest.”). The heading 
is not part of the document text; it describes or identifies the 
subject of a section.

• Online Documents: Incorporate more headings in online doc-
uments to accommodate online reading styles and the absence 
of page breaks.

Lists

When highlighting specific information or when you need to 
break up information, consider using lists. The most common types 
of lists are the bulleted list and numbered list.

Bulleted lists highlight a set of components, items, or ideas. 
Numbered lists highlight a sequence or amount of components, 

procedures, items or ideas.
In addition to the advantage of breaking up information on the 

page, list elements are isolated by surrounding white space. This 
white space lends emphasis and significance to each list item, while 
visually establishing that list items as related and this connects list 
items in the reader’s mind. 

Other List Considerations

 When using bullets you should also consider the following de-
sign decisions:

• Do not overuse. Too many lists will fragment your text, and 
you’ll lose continuity.

• Be certain a list meets your goals. Lists show relationships 
between list items (as a set or sequence). If you’re not trying to 
show a relationship, don’t use a list.

• No such thing as a list of one. You need at least two items to 
make a list, preferably three.

• Be consistent in design. Like all other design elements, pick a 
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list format (e.g., type of bullets, spacing, parallel grammatical 
structure, etc.) and stick with it throughout the document. 

Other Design Features 

Other design features you should consider incorporating when 
planning your documents include the following:

• Visuals

• Text boxes

• Lines/borders

• Header/footer 

Visuals

Visuals enhance not only the aesthetic appeal of the page, but 
visuals can provide compelling support to your document through 
the incorporation of a functional or motivational graphic.

For more information on visuals, see the Visual Design chapter. 
The remainder of this chapter focuses on visual elements that aug-
ment textual elements.

Text Boxes

Text boxes, call-outs, pull quotes, or mar-
ginal glosses are a way to highlight specific in-
formation. You do this by selecting the infor-
mation you want in the body of your text and 
displaying it as a visual element separate from 
the body of your text.

Different fields call them different things. 
No matter what you call it or how you format 
it, when you pull a particular quote or line of 
text away from the body, it draws attention to the quote and also 
adds an aesthetic element that draws the reader’s eye. And, just like 
all the other design elements we’ve discussed, you’ll want to decide on 
the style of your text boxes (i.e., fonts, font size, color(s), boarders, 
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placement on page, etc.), and then stick to those choices.

Lines and Borders

You can also add borders or lines to add visual appeal and 
another way to help break up information and allow easy access for 
the reader. If you choose to incorporate borders and/or lines, think 
carefully about the design you will use. Borders and lines command 
your readers attention. Stars or other cute borders (e.g., paw prints) 
are generally not appropriate in a business environment, but a simple 
border may well be a good design decision.

Lines or horizontal rules provide a way to help break up infor-
mation and can function as a divider between major (or even minor) 
points. Horizontal lines can be used to complement heading, as long 
as you use them thoughtfully. Using lines with headings draws added 
attention to the change of topic, and amplifies visual appeal.

Headers and Footers 

Figure 7 provides a visual example of a header and footer. Head-
ers and footers represents the placement of information that you 
want to appear on every page of your document.

Figure 7: Running Header and Running Footer
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Your page numbers will be in either a header or a footer, but you 
can include other information as well: company name and/or logo, 
date, revision number or date, title of document, client name, etc. 
Including this information on every page helps your readers keep 
track of which document they are reading, and where they are in 
the document. Headers and footers are especially effective in longer 
documents.

Document Design Versus Visual Design 

This chapter has focused on the ways you can visually enhance, 
augment, or emphasize the text of your professional documents. As 
you’ve seen, the way a document is shaped, styled, and designed for 
audience accessibility all directly relate to how rhetorically effective 
or persuasive that document will be. In the next chapter, you will 
be exploring elements of visual design, principles for creating and 
incorporating visual supplements (like tables, graphs, charts, etc.) in 
these documents to further increase their appeal. It’s important to 
remember, however, that the medium of professional and technical 
documentation is a visual one—even if it’s just words on a page—
and that the small choices you make about margins, font, and white 
space can make a big impact on how well your work is received. 
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Exercises

1. Find at least two examples (good and bad) of the follow-
ing document design categories, and discuss the reasons why one is 
more effective than the other. You can look for sample documents 
published on the web, or at the websites themselves (they are PTC 
projects, too). You may not find all of the design elements listed for 
each category, but try to find as many as you can. And as you think 
about the reasons for your opinions (good/bad) of the designs you 
find, keep in mind audience and purpose.

a. Shaping the Page
 i. Margins, White Space (or lack thereof), and/or Grids
b. Styling Words
 i. Fonts, Sizes, Emphasis, and/or Capitalization
c. Accessing Information
 i. Headings and/or Lists
d. Other Features
 i. Visuals, Text Boxes, Borders/Lines, and/or Headers/  

 Footers


